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1. Rationale

The Blended and Remote Learning Policy describes our approach to Learning from Home. When a 

class, group or small number of pupils need to self-isolate, or there is a national lockdown requiring 

pupils to remain at home, Mill Hill School has the capacity to offer immediate remote education. 

This policy explains the logistical approaches to the scenarios in which may be required to facilitate 

the learning of pupils at home.  

2. Aims

In line with government guidance, our learning from home approach allows us to: 

• use a curriculum sequence that allows access to high-quality online and offline resources and

teaching videos and that is linked to the School’s curriculum expectations

• give access to high quality remote education resources

• use online tools that allow interaction, assessment and feedback

• provide support via tutors to pupils struggling to access remote education without adult

support

• work with families to deliver a broad and ambitious curriculum

• set assignments so that pupils have meaningful and ambitious work each day in a number of

different subjects

• teach a planned and well-sequenced curriculum so that knowledge and skills are built

incrementally, with a good level of clarity about what is intended to be taught and practised

in each subject

• provide frequent, clear explanations of new content, delivered by a teacher in the school or

through high-quality curriculum resources or videos

• gauge how well pupils are progressing through the curriculum, using questions and other

suitable tasks

• enable teachers to adjust the pace or difficulty of what is being taught in response to

questions or assessments, including, where necessary, revising material or simplifying

explanations to ensure pupils’ understanding

• plan a programme that is of equivalent length to the core teaching pupils would receive in

school, ideally including daily contact with teachers
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3. Blended and Remote Learning Lead

The School Lead for Blended and Remote Learning is the Deputy Head Academic, Mrs Sam 

Bernstein.   

If you have any queries regarding your child’s blended or remote learning experience, including 

issues relating to platforms, please contact your child’s Housemaster in the first instance.  

House HMM/HP  

Atkinson (A) 
Mr D T Bingham dtb@millhill.org.uk 

Burton Bank (BB) 

Boarding 

Mr G M Turner gmt@millhill.org.uk 

Cedars (CD) Mr D L Townson dlt@millhill.org.uk 

Collinson (CO) 

Boarding   

Mr S Hendy stuarth@millhill.org.uk 

McClure (MC) Mr C M McKay cmm@millhill.org.uk 

Murray (MU) Mrs R Branson rlb@millhill.org.uk 

New House (N) 

Boarding  

Ms K Justice karen.justice@millhill.org.uk 

Priestley (P)  Miss J A Thurtell jat@millhill.org.uk 

Ridgeway (R) 

Boarding  

Mr M Fryer mark.fryer@millhill.org.uk 

School (S)  Ms S J Bull sjb@millhill.org.uk  

St Bees (ST)  

Boarding  

Mr P Potter pjp@millhill.org.uk 

Weymouth (W) Mr M Carruthers mjc@millhill.org.uk 

Winfield (WI) Ms C Josselin clj@millhill.org.uk 
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4. Preparing for Blended and Remote Learning

Blended and Remote Lessons are taught through the Microsoft Teams platform. Your child will require

access to a suitable device to participate in lessons from home.

Pupils should expect to follow their normal School timetable. Not all lessons are suitable to live video-

streaming, and we are mindful of balancing screen-time and interaction to ensure that pupils receive

a similar blend of lesson style and task type in the home learning as they would in School. Lessons will

be taught by either option A or B.

Option A  

Teacher led live lesson 

All, or part, of the lesson will be live-streamed by the teacher via Teams. The pupil should ensure 

that they are in the right channel, at the time of their usual lesson, and join any scheduled video 

calls. A register of attendance is taken at the start of every lesson so pupils must arrive promptly.  

Pupils will be directed in the work they are to complete in the lesson and should use the ‘raise 

hand’ function to ask questions.   

Option B  

Individual or group activities 

The lesson will not be live-streamed by the teacher. Pupils will be set work of a similar demand 

level and designed to take a similar amount of time as the lesson via teams to complete from 

home in the allotted time. This may be a timed task, where pupils must submit their work (through 

the Assignment tab, Firefly Task page or other method as indicated by the teacher, by the end of 

the normally scheduled lesson. Pupils should not email work to teachers directly.   

Where paired or group work is set, pupils should use the teams ‘chat’ function to work together. 

If a member of staff is unwell or absent for a short period, a cover lesson will take place as normal. 

This would not involve a live session. Cover work will be shared via Microsoft Teams to pupils at home. 

If a pupil is unwell, and therefore cannot attend school, they are not permitted to join lessons from 

home. This is only available to children in self-isolation, or for other longterm reasons (with written 

permission from the Head). If a child is well enough to attend virtual lessons, they should be in School. 
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a. For small numbers of pupils (blended learning)

Blended Learning refers to a lesson in which most pupils are physically present in School, but some 

may be in self-isolation at home.  

A variety of possible scenarios, for the delivery of blended learning exist. These are outlined below: 

• Individual pupil at home, rest of class in School

• Small number of pupils at home, most of class in School

• All pupils in School, teacher at home

b. For whole classes, year groups or the school (remote learning)

Remote Learning refers to a lesson in which all pupils are at home. 

A variety of possible scenarios, for the delivery of remote learning exist. These are outlined below: 

• Whole Class or Year Group Bubble at home

• A local or national lockdown in which all pupils are required to stay at home

In the event of the latter, the School will continue to run in accordance with the normal timetable. We 

reserve the right to amend this approach depending on amount of screen time for pupils and staff etc. 

A normal school timetable does not, necessarily, mean fully live lessons of 40 minutes each as work of 

equivalent length and difficulty may be set, with only a portion of the lesson conducted live, as 

appropriate. A balance of lesson, of each of Options A and B will be sought.  
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5. Task setting

a. Classwork

Blended and Remote Lessons are taught through the Microsoft Teams platform. Lesson Instructions 

and materials will be available in Teams. Pupils should complete their work in their exercise book/on 

lined paper/in their class One Note as is their normal practice in the subject.  

b. Prep (Homework)

Prep will continue to be set as a task on Firefly, visible to the Parent Portal, as is the normal practice 

in school. Please note: this does not mean all work is required to be submitted through Firefly. Pupils 

should take careful notice of how the work is to be submitted, as this may be:  

• Via the task directly through Firefly

• Via the assignments tab in the class team

• On a designated page in the class OneNote

Pupils should familiarise themselves with how their device ‘scans’ documents, so that a legible, 

correctly oriented copy of their work is uploaded.  

Pupils should not submit prep: 

• Via email to the teacher unless specifically requested (e.g. in the event of a platform failure)

We recommend that pupils continue to follow the normal prep timetable according to their year 

group. Blank templates to aid pupils in keeping track of their prep work while learning from home are 

available in Appendix B of this document. Pupils may find it helpful to print this off each week as they 

are learning from home.  

All pupils have received training in the use of Teams and OneNote. The pupil training area of Firefly 

has short ‘how-to’ videos to help with most enquiries. Pupils can also sign-up for a peer coach to help 

them with managing their learning from home.  If they wish to do so, they should contact their tutor. 

If your child is still finding the process difficult, they should email their House Master who will be able 

to offer guidance.  
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6. Assessment

Your child should receive feedback on their submitted work digitally. This may be individual written or 

typed feedback, a voice note, or whole group feedback as appropriate.   

Feedback on prep will be added digitally wherever possible, to minimise transmission avenues 

between pupil and teacher. Pupils should take care when learning from home to take time each week 

to look at the feedback they have received on previously submitted work.  

Pupils will be required to stay on top of their prep, and classwork activities, and to seek help from their 

teacher if they are struggling.  

Regular tests and exams will continue to take place, and the format of these will be subject to 

departmental oversight. Parents’ Evenings and other School events will continue as normal, through 

the Microsoft Teams platform. 

7. Additional support for pupils

a. SEND

Pupils with SEND and who have been supported in School with lessons in Learning Support will 

continue to receive online support from home. Their curriculum may be reviewed and adapted to 

suit their needs and abilities in online learning.  

b. EAL

Pupils for whom English is an Additional Language who have been supported in School with lessons 

in EAL will continue to receive online support from home. Their curriculum may be reviewed and 

adapted to suit their needs and abilities in online learning.  

c. Higher Achieving Pupils

Higher achieving pupils will continue to be stretched and challenged in their online lessons, and in 

the prep they are set. Pupils should seek additional work from their class teacher if they feel that the 

tasks they have been asked to complete at home are not sufficiently stretching, and this will be 

provided.  
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8. Pastoral Care

Some children are able to organise themselves well without adult supervision, others need some 

support. Please speak to your child regularly and ask them about their online learning.  

In live lessons teachers make every effort to ask questions of, and interact with pupils at home. This 

is not always possible, and pupils should be proactive in seeking their teacher’s attention if they 

need help or guidance.   

Pupils should expect to be contacted by a member of their House team in the first 3 School days of 

their self-isolation, to find out how things are going and to help with any problems that have arisen. If 

pupils have not been contacted in this time period, they should contact their House Master/House 

Mistress/House Parent directly.  

Pupils are expected to attend tutor time in the mornings as normal to ensure that they are registered 

and to touch base with their tutor on pastoral matters. Assemblies and similar events will be made 

available to them digitally.  
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9. Expectations and Standards in online lessons

In the virtual classroom: 

 Arrive ready to work, having had breakfast and with a water bottle nearby;

 Work in a quiet, well-lit space, away from distractions such as mobile phones;

 Arrive in your Team punctually;

 Have all equipment necessary for purposeful study ready at the start of the day;

 Check and complete all prep set via Firefly and record and complete any other prep set by the

teacher;

 Behave politely and respectfully to members of staff and fellow pupils;

 Stretch your legs between online lessons, get up, walk around at each natural break;

 Complete all work set in lessons to the best of your ability and participate fully in all class activities;

 Consider the needs and feelings of others in online lessons and behave accordingly;

 Show kindness and consideration for their fellow pupils and staff at all times;

 Use respectful and appropriate language;

 Recording of the lesson by any means, either as stills, video or audio is not permitted unless

permission has been sought from the teacher in advance;

 Parents should not be present in lessons, and should not engage with the teacher or other pupils

during any online lesson. They should, however, maintain regular contact with their child to help

them to remain on task, and to help if any technical issues arise during the course of the day;

 Behaviour should be productive, courteous and in line with the School Positive Behaviour Policy

and MHS Expectations and Standards Policy;

 If a live lesson takes place, and a pupil does not attend from home, alternative lesson materials will

not be made available. Pupils must engage with their classes at the time of their normal lesson. A

register will be taken as normal and pupils are expected to attend all live lessons available;
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10. Safeguarding and GDPR

Parents should view the Policy to Safeguard and Promote the Welfare of Children who are Pupils at 

the Foundation 2020 and the Acceptable Use of Digital Technology and Online Safety Policy 2019 if 

they would like to understand more about Safeguarding their children in online learning. Similarly, any 

concerns regarding GDPR may be addressed in the Foundation’s Data Protection Policy.  

All Mill Hill Foundation and Mill Hill School policies can be viewed here: 

https://www.millhill.org.uk/policies-procedures/  

https://www.millhill.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/MASTER-SAFEGUARDING-2020.pdf
https://www.millhill.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/MASTER-SAFEGUARDING-2020.pdf
https://www.millhill.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/MASTER-SAFEGUARDING-2020.pdf
https://www.millhill.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Acceptable-Use-of-Digital-Technology-and-Online-Safety-Policy-2019.pdf
https://www.millhill.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Acceptable-Use-of-Digital-Technology-and-Online-Safety-Policy-2019.pdf
https://www.millhill.org.uk/policies-procedures/
https://www.millhill.org.uk/policies-procedures/
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Appendix A: Remote Learning Protocol (pupils) 

Pupils should do the following at the start of each lesson: 

• Go to the correct Microsoft Team for their class, then to the correct channel.

Example:

• Read the instructions provided by their teacher.
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If there will be a live component this may look like this: 

• Write the date and lesson title in their exercise book/on lined paper/in their class One Note as

applicable

• Begin the activities outlined

• Join any live session as instructed, promptly, with microphone muted

If there will be no live component this may look like this: 
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Appendix B: Prep management templates 

Please find prep management templates on the next three pages. You may choose to print one 

per week that your child is learning from home, to help them to stay on top of their prep. We 

recommend keeping this pinned up somewhere close to where a pupil is set up to work.  
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